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Abstract 
The desymmetrization technique which was successfully used in C(S) spaces is carried over to 
limit theorems for stochastically continuous random processes with sample paths in Skorohod 
space D[O, l] and is applied to obtain the central limit theorem (CLT) in D[O, 11. Let {X(t), 
t E [0, 11) be a stochastically continuous random process. For functions A g such that 
E(IX(s) - x(t)1 A IX@) - X(u)I)” <f(u - s), EIX(s) - X(t)l” 5 g(t - s), p, g 2 2, s I t I u, 
conditions are found which imply the CLT in D[O, 11. 
Keywords: Central limit theorem; Cadlag processes 
1. Introduction 
Let D E D[O, l] denote the space of real valued functions on [0, l] which are right 
continuous on [0, 1) with left limits on (0, l] and which is endowed with the Skorohod 
topology. Let X, X1, X2, . . . be a sequence of i.i.d. D-valued random variables. Assume 
that for t E [0, 11, E X(t) = 0, E X2(t) < cc . Let S, = n- 1’2(X1 + ... + X,). X is said 
to satisfy the central limit theorem (CLT) in D (X E CLT(D)) if there exists a Gaussian 
measure p on D such that the sequence of distributions of S, converges weakly to I*. 
Usually the conditions for a stochastically continuous random process X to satisfy 
the CLT(D) are formulated in terms of moments of (two consecutive) increments, e.g. 
E(X(s) - X(t))2 x (X(t) - X(u))‘, s I t I u (see Hahn (1978)), or Ed$(s, t, u), where 
A,(% 4 u) = IX(s) - X(t)1 A IX(t) - X(u)1 ( see Btzandry and Fernique (1992)). This 
can be explained by the fact that the compactness criteria in the space D are expressed 
by means of consecutive increments (see Billingsley (1968)). 
Hahn (1977a) showed that if X is sample continuous then X E CLT(D) (equivalently 
X satisfies the CLT in C[O, 11) if 
ax(s) - X(t))2 sf(t - s) (1.1) 
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and f satisfies (1.4) below. Our Theorem 1 may be regarded as an extension of this 
result to the larger class of stochastically continuous random process X. 
Theorem 1. Letf; g be nonnegative functions on [0, l] which are nondecreasing near 0. 
Let X(t) be a random process with mean O,$nite second moments, and sample paths in D, 
satisfying 
-WX(s) - X(t)1 A IX(t) - X(u)V sf(u - s), (1.2) 
E(X(s) - x(t))2 I g(t - s), (1.3) 
for 0 I s I t I u I 1, u - s small and 
s f l/2(u). u -3’2du < co, 0 
s g1’2(u). u -5’4du < co. 0 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
Then X E CLT(D). 
Note that the conditions of Theorem 1 formally are weaker than (1.1). Theorem 1 is 
a particular case of the following more general result. 
Theorem 2. Assume p, q 2 2. Let f, g be nonnegative functions on [0, + co ) which are 
nondecreasing near 0 and let F, G be increasing continuous functions on [0, 11. Let X(t) 
be a random process with mean OJinite second moments, and sample paths in D satisfying 
-%(s, t, u) If (F(u) - F(s)), (1.6) 
LIX(s) - X(t)l” I g(G(t) - G(s)), (1.7) 
for 0 I s I t I u I 1, u - s small and 
r f l/P(u). u -‘-“Pdu < cc, (1.8) 
Jo 
s gl’q(u).u-l 0 
Then X E CLT(D). 
1’(2q)du < cc (1.9) 
Theorem 2 improves and generalizes the CLT(D) of Hahn (1978) and in the case 
p = 4, q = 2 coincides with Theorem 3 from Bloznelis and Paulauskas (to appear). It is 
more difficult to compare Theorems 1 and 2 with the recent results of Bezandry and 
Fernique (1992). Assumef, g, h are increasing functions and h is concave. The CLT(D) 
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in Bezandry and Fernique (1992) was established under the following two conditions 
(on centered random process X defined on some probability space (Q, &, P)): 
E&s, t, u).Q/g If2(U - S)‘h(P(A)), VA Ed, (1.10) 
and 
s ,$+‘“(ulog(l + u-‘)log-12)u-3’2du < co; (1.11) 
X satisfies (1.3) and 
s 
1 
glyu)u- 5’410g1’4(1 + u-‘)du < co. 
0 
(1.12) 
If Edg(s, t, u) < co , r > 1 and h(s) = s(2r _ 1)‘(2r), th en condition (1.10) can be checked 
for all measurable A by applying Holder’s inequality. In this case it is possible to 
compare conditions (i) and (ii) with those of Theorem 2 with the parameters 
(p, q) = (2r, 2). Simple calculations show that the integrands of (1.11) and (1.12) have 
superfluous logarithmic multipliers compared to the corresponding ones of (1.8) and 
(1.9). The basic device used in the proof is a version of the Jain and Marcus (1975) 
desymmetrization lemma. The difficulties with the desymmetrization technique in 
D are caused by the fact that the addition is not continuous in D. We succeeded in 
applying desymmetrization for uniformly stochastically continuous processes (see 
Lemma 2 below). 
Observe that condition (1.6) may be replaced by 
EIX(s) - X(t)l”’ IX(t) - X(u)l” <f@‘(u) - F(s)), pl + p2 = p 2 2. 
For p > 2 these conditions require the finiteness of the moments greater than 2. In the 
particular case p = 4 this deficiency was eliminated in Paulauskas and Stieve (1990), 
Bloznelis and Paulauskas (1993; to appear) by using truncated moments 
E(X(s) - X(t))2(l A Ix(t) - W)02 or E(d:(s, t, u))(l A A& t, u)) but under stron- 
ger conditions on f and g. 
Section 2 provides the proof of Theorem 2. Section 3 gives two examples. The first 
one elucidates the optimality of conditions (1.6) and (1.8). The second one shows that if 
the condition (1.6) is satisfied with a given exponent then it may not generally be 
satisfied for either a larger or a smaller exponent. 
2. Proof of Theorem 2 
First we formulate two auxiliary results. 
Lemma 1. Let {X,, n 2 l} be a sequence of random processes with sample paths in D. 
Let Y be a continuous random process on [0, 11. Assume X, =S Y (converge weakly). 
Then 
V.5 > 0, Vr] > 0, 36 > 0, 3no: P(o,,(S) > E) < rj, Vn > no. (2.1) 
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Here 
o,(6) = sup{ Ix(s) - x(t)l: s, t E [0, 11, 1s - t[ < 6}, x ED. 
Proof. Assume (2.1) fails. Then 
such that 
fWxn,CV > co) > ~0, Vk 2 1. (2.2) 
Without loss of generality we can assume that so, q. < l/2. By continuity of the 
random process Y, there exists 6’ > 0 such that 
P(oy(8) > Et) < rj;. (2.3) 
It remains to show that (2.2) and (2.3) together contradict the weak convergence 
X,, =S Y. Consider the set 
B = (x E C[O, 11: w,(8) I E;} c D 
and 
B” = x E D: inf d(x, y) < E . 
Y~B 
Here d denotes the usual metric in D defined as follows: for any x, y E D 
d(x, y) = inf 
i 
sup Ix(t) - y(l(t))l v sup In(t) - t( , 
icn 01ts1 Oltll I 
where ,4 is the class of strictly increasing continuous mappings of [0, l] onto itself. For 
any x and y from D and any 2 E A 
Ix(s) - x(t)1 s Ix(s) - YM4)l + Ix(t) - Y(W))l + IYM4 - Y(W))l> 
IA(s) - A(t)1 i IA(s) - sl + IA(t) - tl + Is - tl. 
Thus, for x E B” and y E B 
Ix@) - x(t)1 I 24x, Y) + qW(x, Y) + Is - f I). 
Put E = 44’($ A 6’) and choose 6 < 6’/4 in (2.2). Then for x E B” 
o,(6) I 2-l . E; + E; < Eg. 
Now for the open set B” c D 
lim inf P(X, E B”) I lim inf P(o,,,(6) I zo) I 1 - q. < 1 - ~6 
nk “x 
I P(wy(c5’) I E;) I P( Y E BE). 
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But this contradicts the assumption X, 3 Y (cf. Theorem 2.1 of Billingsley 
(1968)). 0 
For x E D, n E N define T”x E D by 
n-l 
T”x = T”x(t) = c x(i/n).Q {t E [i/n, (i + 1)/n)} + x(l).Q {t = l}. 
i=O 
Let X be a stochastically continuous random process with sample paths in D. Then 
d(T”X, X) z 0 (converge in probability), i.e., 
VE > 0, V~J > 0, 3no: Vn > no, P(d(T”X, X) > E) < n. (2.4) 
Lemma 2. Let {Xi, i 2 l} be a sequence of stochastically continuous random processes 
with sample paths in D and let Xi be an independent copy of Xi, i 2 1. Assume the 
jinite-dimensional distributions of {Xi, i 2 l} converge to those of some continuous 
random process. Assume {X,* = X, - X,, n 2 1) converges weakly to a sample continu- 
ous random process (say Y). If, moreover, 
v&>O,vn>0,36>0: It-s/<6 + P( IXi(t) - Xi(s) 1 > E) < Y], Vi E N, (2.5) 
then the sequence {X,, n 2 l} is weakly convergent. 
Proof. By (2.4), one may choose an increasing sequence {k(n) E N, n 2 l} such that 
P(d(X,, TkX,) > l/n) < l/n, Vk 2 k(n). (2.6) 
The weak convergence Xz =S Y and Lemma 1 imply the existence of sequences 
{ni E N, i 2 l> and {Si E (0, l), i 2 l} satisfying 
P(Oxr(6i) > l/i) < l/i, Vn 2 ni. 
Choose {ri E N, i 2 l} satisfying r;’ I min{6,/3, kkl(ni)} and hence 
P(W&3/ri) > l/i) < l/i, Vn 2 ni. (2.7) 
For x E D, let Tkx E C[O, l] be a broken line with vertices at the points (i/k, x(i/k)), 
0 I i I k, and linear in between. It is easy to see that for all k 2 k, 
o+xx(llko) 2 oM/ko). 
NOW (2.7) yields tightness for the sequence of continuous random broken lines 
{ rlix:,, i 2 l}. This observation together with convergence of finite-dimensional 
distributions give the weak convergence ptXzi =S Y. But 
Px;; = Tr’(X”, - Xni) = Px,, - PX_. 
Thus, Lemma 2 of Jain and Marcus (1975) provides the weak convergence of 
(T’XX,;, i 2 l}, i.e., there exists a continuous random process (say) Yi such that 
T’zX,i * Yr. 
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NOW choose the sequence {Sj,j 2 l} such that 
Vj 2 1, P(OPLXn,(Gj) > l/j) < l/j 
and let the sequence {i(j) E N, j 2 1) satisfy ri(jf I dj, j 2 1. Then 
P(OT’W,,,,, l(J) (r--A) > l/j) < l/j, j 2 1. 
The simple estimation 
P(d(T’c(j)Xni,,,, T”‘J)~,,,,,) > l/j) < l/j, j 2 1. 
Note that ri(j) 2 k(ni(j,). Hence by (2.6) and (2.8) 
d(X%(,,, TTrl(J)X,,,,J 5 0, j + co (converges in probability). 
(2.8) 
This together with the weak convergence of { T”(jlXni,,,, j 2 1) implies the weak 
convergence X,,,, =S Y, by Theorem 4.1 of Billingsley (1968). 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. It suffices to prove the theorem in the case F(t) = G(t) = t (see 
Bloznelis and Paulauskas (to appear)). Let X, Xi, Xi, X2, X2, . . . be i.i.d. random 
processes defined on the probability space (a,, Fi, Pi). Let E, hi, s2, . . . be i.i.d. 
Bernoulli random variables (P(E = 1) = P(E = - 1) = l/2) defined on (Sz,, RZ, P2). 
Consider the probability space (52, p-, P) where 52 = 52i x Q2, 9 = Fi x FZ, 
P = PI x P2 and denote by El and E2 the expectations with respect to PI and P2, 
respectively. 
Step 1: First we prove the CLT for symmetrized sums S” = 
(&ix1 + ... + s,,X,)/n”’ and s’, = n-“‘(siXi + ... + s,X,). Following Blzandry 
and Fernique (1992), denote 
x = n- “2(X(t) - X(s)), y = n- “2(x(u) - X(t)), 
m = 1x1 A Iyl, u = 1x1 - m, u = lyl - m, a = sign(x), /l= sign(y). 
Then xi = climi + GLiUi, yi = Pimi + BiVi and 
l~~&ixilnl~~&iYi161,+T2. 
where 
Ti = liiEi.imiI + l$lsiBimiI 
and 
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Now for AE9 
-WS;(S, t, u).Q,) 5 E(T1.11,) + E(T,.Q,) 
5 (E T,P)l’p[P(A)] 1 - l’p + (E T;q)1/(2q) [P(A)]’ - l/@q). (2.9) 
To estimate the first summand use Khinchin’s and Minkowski’s inequalities (see, e.g., 
Corollary 2 of Theorem 5.2 in Vakhania et al. (1987)) to get 
Hence 
(E 7-1p)“P 5 2 c?Q).fl’P(U - s). (2.10) 
To estimate the second summand of (2.9) note that for fixed w1 E Q, the random 
variables T2, and T22 are independent with respect to (a,, F2, P2) because UiUi = 0, 
1 I i I n. By independence and Khinchin’s inequality 
By Minkowski’s inequality 
q/2 
1 (Ellxilq~E11Yjlq)2’q I g2(u - s), 
i #j 
because Iu~[ I IXil, (Vi1 I lyil, 1 I i I n. Thus, 
(E T;q)1’(2q) I C1lq(q).gl’q(u - s). (2.11) 
Combining (2.9)-(2.1 l), 
E(&(s, t, u).Q,) I c.f”“(u - s). [P(A)]‘- “P + c gl’q(u - s). [P(A)]‘- 1’(2q). 
(2.12) 
Note that (1.7) (1.9) provide the sample continuity of the centered Gaussian random 
process with covariance EX(s)X(t), s, t E [0, 11. Furthermore, convergence of the 
finite-dimensional distributions of {SL, IZ 2 l} together with (2.12) and (1.8) (1.9) yield 
the weak convergence of {Sn, PI 2 l> by Theorem 1.3 of Bezandry and Fernique. 
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Similarly, s’, converges weakly and the limiting Gaussian random process is again 
sample continuous. 
Step 2: Now by Lemma 1 
Ws.(@ ’ 42) < 1/T P(os_.(S) > E/2) < r//2. 
Hence 
t/E > 0, Vq > 0, 36 > 0, 3no: Vn 2 no, P(o~:,_s-,(@ > E) < rj. 
This implies the weak convergence of the sequence (s:, - s:, = 
nm1’2(&1(X1 - x,) + ... + E,(X, - x,)), n 2 I}. Let S, = npl/‘((X1 - x,) 
+ . . . + (X, - z,)). Since JZ’(SJ = _!Z(S:, - f,$ S, is also weakly convergent. Now 
Lemma 2 completes the proof. 0 
3. Examples 
The first example concerns the optimality of conditions (1.6) and (1.8) and is based 
on examples given in Fernique (1993) and Hahn (1977b). 
Example 1. Let f be a continuous nondecreasing positive function on [0, 11, satisfy- 
ing two conditions: 
s of”“wwl 
there exist positive 
-l/P& = ~0; (3.1) 
constants K and a such that for all 0 < x < y I 1 
f(x)xrnU I Kf(y)y_“. (3.2) 
Then there exists a stochastically continuous process X with sample paths in D such 
that (1.6) is satisfied but X 6 CLT(D). 
In Fernique (1993) the following random process was constructed. Let 
I, = [2-“, 2-“+l), n 2 1, 
a, = i (2-j.f(2-j))l’p (a, 7 co due to (3.1)). 
j=O 
Now define cp on [0, 1) by the relations q(O) = 0, p(t) = a, if t E I,. Extend cp to [0,2) 
by setting cp(t + 1) = q(t). Take as the probability space (Q, &, P) the interval [0, 1) 
with Lebesgue measure and define d(t, co) = cp(t + w), t E [0, 11. In Fernique (1993) it 
is shown that X satisfies (1.6) with the function5 satisfying (3.1) and (3.2). However, 
since a, -+ co, all sample paths of X are unbounded, thus not in D[O, 11. 
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In order to construct the counterexample in D[O, l] we apply the general method of 
constructing counterexamples which fail to satisfy the CLT in the space C[O, 11, 
proposed in Hahn (1977b). 
Take a function M : 52 + R+ such that 
lim nP(o: M(o) 2 A) = co 
(for our purpose M(o) = (1 - w)- ’ suffices). Now define 
X(t, w) = 
i 
z(t, o) if d(t, o) I M(o) 
M(o) if z(r, o) > M(o). 
Finally, symmetrizing on the space (Q x (0, l}, P), where P = P x(2-‘&, + 22’6i), 
we get the process 
X(t, 0) = X(t, co x k) = 
x0, m), k = 0, 
- x(t, co), k = 1, 
with almost all sample paths in D[O, 11. 
Repeating the proof of Theorem 1 in Hahn (1977b) we can show that X $ CLT(D). 
Since for any 0 I s < t < u 5 1 
Ed;@, t, u) = Ed@, t, u) s Ed@, t, u), 
(1.6) holds for X, but (1.8) fails. This indicates the optimality of conditions (1.6) and 
(1.8) in the presence of (3.2). 
Let us write X E j(p) if the random process X satisfies the conditions of Theorem 
2 with the power p in (1.6) (1.8). 
Example 2. Let pi > p2 2 2. Then there exist random processes X1 and X, such that 
Xl E B(Pi)i Xl $ B(Pz); X2 $ Y(PA X, E B(P2). 
Let p1 > p2 2 2. Define the function h : R + R, h(x) = 0 for x E R\ [0, 11, h(1/2) = 1 
and h is linear in the intervals [0, l/2] and [l/2, 11. For k 2 1 define 
ak = k-‘(log(1 + k))m3’2, rk = 1 a,,,, 
mrk 
sk = rk+lt tk = Sk + a& uk = Sk + a,+, 
p; = ,l- ‘(log(l + k))2Pz/(P’ - PI), 
p;: = kp l(log(l + k)) ~ PI - 2 - 2P,/(P, ~ Pz) 
and choose k. E FV satisfying rkO I 1 and pi, pt < 1, k 2 ko. Let (Z;, k 2 k,) and 
{z;l’, k 2 k,} be sequences of independent random variables with the distributions 
P(Z; = (log(1 + k))- 1 -2’(Pl -f’,)) = p;, P(Z; = 0) = 1 - p;, 
P(z;; = (log(1 + k))2/(pl -Pz)) = p;, P(z;i = 0) = 1 - p;,‘. 
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Note that 
ElZblP2 = k-‘log-pz(l + k), EIZ;lP1 = k-‘(log(1 + k))-P1-2, 
EIZ;:IPZ = km’(log(1 + k))-PI-*, EIZ;;IPI = k-‘log-p’(l + k). 
Define the random processes 
(3.3) 
Xl(L) = c NO - ~k+lYhJ.Z;.~, 
k > kc, 
X,(t) = c A(@ - Gf+lY~k).z.~, t E co, 11, 
k 2 k, 
where F is an independent Bernoulli random variable. obviously Xl is sample 
continuous. The sample continuity of X2 follows from the Borel-Cantelli lemma 
because CP;j < cc Simple calculations show (we utilize (3.3)) that X1 and X2 satisfy 
conditions (1.6) and (1.7) with the functions 
fl(t) = c.t.(log(l + t-‘)))P’ -1’2, gl(t) = c.t, F,(t) = G,(t) = t, 
and 
f2(t) = c.t.(log(l + t-‘))-P2p1’2, g2(t) = c.tKZi3, F2(t) = G,(t) = t, 
respectively. Thus X1 E y(pi) and X2 E $(p2). 
Now we show that X1 4 j(p2). By (3.3) 
EIXlhJ - Xl(h)lrn A IxlbJ - XlWIP2 
= EIZ;lP’ = k-‘log-“(1 + k). (3.4) 
Assume there exist functions f and F such that the random process Xl satisfies 
condition (1.6) with the power p2 and with these functions. Put d,(k) = F(u,J - F’(Q) 
and denote by {d;(k), k 2 l} the nonincreasing rearrangement of the sequence 
{d,(k), k 2 11. It follows from the monotonocity of {d;(k), k 2 l} and the inequality 
Cd;(k) I F(1) - F(0): = C that d;(k) I C/k. We have 
f(C/k) lf(dk(k)) >f(min{d.(i): 1 I i I k}) 
2 min{f(dF(i)): 1 5 i I k} 2 km’log-p*(l + k), (3.5) 
by (3.4). It is easy to verify that (3.5) implies a failing of condition (1.8) with the power 
p2 fort Thus X1 $ f(p2). A similar argument yields X2 4 $(pl). 
Note added during revision. After the paper was submitted, in February 1993 we 
received a preprint from X. Fernique [Les functions aleatoires cadlag, la compacite de 
leurs lois], where Theorem 1 is proved using a slightly different approach. In August, 
X. Fernique showed us a new version of his paper containing a counterexample upon 
which Example 1 is based. The first version of our paper contained an example with 
iterated logarithms in the spirit of Proposition 3.1 from Hahn (1977a). 
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